
Crewkerne & District Astronomical Societv

Slqt Notes : August 2014

Alltimines are Universal Time (G.M.T.)
Note : Add t hour forB.S.T
Moon's Phases

First Quarter August 04d. 00h. 50m
Full * 10d. 18h.09m.
Last Quarter * l7d.l2h.26m.
New * 25d.14h. 13m.

Moon at perigee (nearest to Earth) August l0d. 18h. Diem. 33' 28"
Moon at apogee (flrthest fromEar&) * 24d06h. " 29' 23"

The Planets
Mercury : At the start of the month a morning objecg on the 1"1. rising at 03.30, 50 minutes before dawn. It reaches

superior conjunction with the Sun on August 8e., then becomes an early evening object, but close to the Sun for the rest of the
month. At the end it sets at 19.20, only half an hour after sunset. It starts the month in the far eastern side of Gemini 7"S.S.E.
of lst. mag. star Pollux" Beta Gem., but moving S.E. it enters Cancer the next day. It crosses Cancer to enter Leo around the 8ft.,
which it also crosses to end up in Virgo on the 30fi. A total travel of some 60" during the month.
Mid month it will be mag. -1.3, 5.0" diam. , elongation 7" E. and setting at 19.40, only 20 minutes after sunset.

Venus : Remains a morning object, at the start of the month rising at 02.20, 2 hours before dawn. At the end it rises at
03.50, one hour & 20 minutes before the Sun. It begins the month in the middle of Gemini. Moving E.S.E. it enters Cancer
around the 11ft. when it will lie 8" S.S.E of Pollu:<, Beta Gem. Continuing S.E. it crosses into Leo arormd the 27th.lt ends the
mouth some 10" N.W. of lst. mag. Regulus, Alpha Leouis, having travelled around 40" during the month. On the 186. at 04.00

it will pass only 0.2" N. of Jupiter, and on the 24i.. at 06.00 it will lie 6" N. of the New Moon.
Mid month it will be mag. -3.8, 10.4u diam., elong. 19" W. and rising at 03.00, 1% hours before dawn.

Mars : Continues to be an evening object (for the rest of the year !). On the ls. it sets at22.15,2% horns after sunseg and by
the 31$.. at20.40,2 hours after the Sun. Starting the month in eastem Virgo, it moves S.E. to enter Libra arormd the 106.,and
ends it some 10" W. of the border with N. E. Scorpius. A total distance of 18". On the 27h. itwill pass 3" N. of Saturn. Mid
month it will be mag. 0.5, elong. 80" E. and seting at2l.30,2 hours after sunset.

Jupiter : Following conjunction last month, it is now a late morning object, but difficult to observe until well into the month.
At the start it rises at 04.00, only 25 minutes before dawn. By the end it rises at 02.30, 2% hours before the Sun. Remaining
in central Cancer, it fiavels 7" E.S.E. during the month. As mentioned before, on the 18ft. at 04.00 Venus will pass 0.2" N. of
Jupiter. On the 20fr. Jupiter will pass just over 1" S. of the 'Beehive' open star cluster, M44.
Mid month it will be mag. -1.8, 31.6" diam., elong. 16" W. and rising at03.20,1% hours before dawn

Saturn : An evening object, getting earlier. On the l$. it sets just after 23.00, by the 31$. at2l.00,2% horns after sunset.

Continuing to lie in cenfial Libra it moves l%" E.S.E. during the month. On the 31"1. at 19.00 it will lie 0.4" S. of the 6 day old
Moon. An occultation will be visible from the eastern U.S.A., S. America & W. Africa. Mid month it will be mag. +0.6, disc
diam. 16.7-, rings 37.9" (inclined at 21.3"), elong. 85" E. and setting at 21.00, 2% horns after the Sun.
Titan, mag. 8.1 & elong. 170". Greatest W. elong. on Aug. I &,17, E. elong. on Aug. 9 &,25.
Uranus : A late evening object at the beginning of &e month, rising at 22.00, but getting earlier by the end when it rises just
before 20.00, an hour after sunset. (gmaining in southern Pisces, near the border with Cetus, it travels neerly %" S.W. during the
montb, ending it l%" W.S.W. of the 6ft. mag. star 73 Piscium. On the l4t. at 17.00 it will lie 0.6" S. of the 19 day old Moon.
An occultation will be visible from central Asia and the Arctic. Mid month it will be mag. 5.8, 3.6" diam., elong. 127"W. and
rising at 21.00, t hour & 40 minutes after sunset.

Neptune i An evening object, heading towards opposition on the 29e. Then it will be above the horizon all dght, at mag. 7.8.
At midnight then it will be due S., 29" above the horizon. At the start of the month it will rise at20.45, an hour after sunset.

Continuing to lie in western Aquarius, it moves %" S.W. during the month, to end it %" N.N.E. of the mag. 4.8 star Sigma (57)
Aquarii. On the l2h. at02.00 it will lie 5" S. of the 17 day old Moon. Mid month it will be mag. 7.8, 2.4- diam.,elong. 166"W.
and rising at 19.50, 7u hour after sunset.

Meteors
Delta Aquarids : July 15 - August 20. The second of rwo maxima occlus on August 6'r. Radiant is at R.A. 23h.04m.,
Dec.*2", 13" S. of mag. 2.6 Alpha Pegasi. Culmination at 02.00, altitude 41". Zenith Hourly Rate 10. Moon not very
favourable, 2 days after F.Q., setting at 00.54 on the 7t.
Iota Aquarids : July - August. Zenith Hourly Rate 8. One maximum also on August 6s. and rwo radiants. The
northernmost one is at RA. 22h. 04m- &, Dec. -6", which is 572" S. of 46. mag. star Alpha Aqu. Crrlminetion at 01.1h., altitude
33". The other one is at R.A. 22h. lfim. & Dec.-15" which is 10" W. of 4e. mag. star Delta Aqu. Culmination at 0l.6h.,altitude
24".T\e Moon again unfavourable - as for Delta.

Perseids : July 23 - August 20. Maximum August 13d. 00h. (midnight on the 12&.). Probably the best known of all the
meteor showers, and one of the most prolific with a Z.H.R. of 80+. Created when the Earth passes through the trail of dust left
behind by comrct Pl09 Swift / Tuttle. It has an orbital period of 129 years and its last perihelion passage was in 1992
The shower's radiant is at R.A. 03h.13m., pss. +58", around 8" N. of 2d. mag. Alpha Persei and is circumpolar.
Unfortunately the Moon is very unfavourable, 2 days after Full, rising at 20.15 on the 126. and setting at 08.30 on the 13e.
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